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ABSTRACT

If we see from the chronological process of human revolution, family education is the early phase and basis for human education. It is also called as the natural education closed to every household. The early education phase and basis is extremely influenced and determined for the next education. For the life of nowadays household, it could not avoid the relation with Educational Science and Technology (IPTEK). This brought us to the humanity area and dehumanization in the same time. The effect of IPTEK has caused for the arrangement of family structure bringing on the alienation and the status of inconsistency in the family. However, we could not deny that Islam as the celestial religion based on Al-Qur’an given the sign what is the importance of Educational science and Technology for human life.

Keywords: Family education, Islam, and Science Technology

A. INTRODUCTION

Education in the wide meaning occupies extremely strategic role in the culture and social life. A society has a regularity that is bound by the value system of living in a culture owned by the community. Culture is a soul of society because it lives the society by its values. The values that have lived, live, and direct for its society life now and then. Culture is a power, a vital thing for the society because it is supported by dynamic individuals as the cultural actors. The actors are developed and guided by the education process. Not surprisingly, when education became a bone of contention in the arena of modern society, because educational institutions are the future foundation of the nation. Educational institutions become the arena of the struggle for influence community groups for the benefit of its group.

Education, society, and culture are the single tripatri where culture is essentially the foundation, the society provides the means, and the process of education is an activity to preserve and develop the values that bind people together in life.¹

The term of Tri Pusat Pendidikan is used firstly by Ki Hajar Dewantara to mention education environment consisting of family, school and society.² Family environment is the informal educational environment run naturally between parents and children. School environment is the

¹ Tilaar, Pendidikan, Kebudayaan, dan Masyarakat Madani Indonesia Strategi Reformasi Pendidikan Nasional (Bandung: Rosda Karya, 1999), page.vii.
² Rohmat Mulyana, Mengartikulasikan Pendidikan Nilai (Bandung: Alfabeta, 2011), page.149.
formal educational environment intentionally created and institutionalized relationship in which the teacher and the student occurs. A society environment is a non-formal educational environment implementation involving the participation of the community at large.

Taking the family to the perspective of science development and technology or IPTEK, enables a useful cultural conversation. The talks are expected to explore a number of fundamental questions about the family as one of culture unit in the rapidity era of science and technology development is often addressed ambivalently.

On the other hand, most of us idealize the role of the family as a Centrum role maintained the integrity of human life when various institutions-call, -for instance, school institutions, peer relationships, government and politics, economics, art, religion- experiences a variety of lighting effects of the dislocations as the effect of the illumination of science and technology. Besides, we look for the family institution become brittle and often helpless to face the technological culture change. If we borrow the language of Erich from (he first published his book The Sane Society in 1955), the family bandwagon suffer “pain”, especially in the mental connotations.

B. DISCUSSION

1. The Definition of Islam

Abuddin Nata quotes the argument from Maulana Muhammad Ali, in terms of the Islamic language is derived from The Arabic words which means salima, tranquil and peaceful. From the word salima further transformed into meaningful aslama surrender of entry in peace. In line with above opinion, Yudian Wahyudi stated that etymologically, the word Islam is derived from aslama- yuslimu- islam-salama or salamah, which is subject to the will of Allah SWT. In order to achieve greetings or salam/salamah (safety or peace) in the world and the hereafter, the process is called Islam and the perpetrators are called Muslim. Thus, Islam is a process not a destination. That is often forgotten in the Islamic understanding of this is to explain what the will of God that if followed will deliver the safety and peace of the world to the hereafter and vice versa. Likewise Harun Nasution, he defines Islam as round as spherical surrender to the will of God. With this surrender, that is to obey the commandment of the Lord and restrictions.

As Yudian Wahyudi said, The God’s wish is expressed in three ayah which are different but compiled each other.

Firstly, verse of Qur’an, it is the signs of Allah who stated in the Qur’an and hadith. Among the most important law here is Tawhid (Unity of God), Akhlaq (Morality), and justice (law paired with positive and negative or maslahat and mafsadat). The biggest function of morality “none of God unless Allah” is as the key when crossing from the world to the hereafter, it immediately created to be followed. Allah.

Second, verse of Kauniyah, it is the signs of God in the universe (cosmos). Signs of Allah that is importance here is the law of God deposited on any natural object. Sunnatullah or the fate of God is a key role in determining the safety of the world. Thus, at the level of Islamic nature is balancing negative and positive potential and positive potential of each object. Islamic here can be stretched to the point maximizing positive potential and minimizing negative potential of each subject.

---
6 Yudian Wahyudi, Islam..., page 7-8.
This natural law applies to anyone without knowing the limits of any human as race, religion, and social status. At the level of nature, that all religions are equal, because anyone who violates this equal laws must be punished by God instantly. Conversely, anyone who obeys ("subject" to this equal laws), surely be rewarded by God, the Salvation.

In this case, Yudian Wahyudi gives an example: If Jews, Christian, Moslem, Bhudist or Hindu across Pacific Ocean and Vietnam (Canada) to Hongkong swimmingly (without any balancing stuffs), they must be put by God. They will sink and die because they have committed infidel and tyrannical (disavow and break the balance rule regulated himself or Ocean as like law density). Conversely, if a communist (disobeying God) crossing this ocean through big ship even plane then they will save because they essentially are moslem. Essentially, they faith to the law's partnership as the biggest law which regulate cosmos live that they achieve safety (connected to the word "iman"). As Islam, Iman, it is the process aimed for safety which is in Indonesian language "keamanan". Safety, peace, or safety here is only on the level of cosmos or worldly. To across the hereafter needs a key: Tauhid.7

Thirdly, verse of Insaniyah (humanity), it is signs or laws of God regulating human life (cosmic). Again, the most important law here is the law's partnership. Islam and faith (so safe and secure) at this level is to balance the positive and negative, that creates a balance or social justice. Allah has delegated to human as reflected to the hadis "the willingness of God depends on the willingness of human being". This law is strengthened by the principle of mutual agreement. Social error must be firstly solved between the former related parties. If the parties concerned not to forgive, Allah also did not want to forgive. So, the position of verse of insaniyah (humanity) is on the middle; more certain than verse of Qur'aniyah (vertical sins is easy to forgive by the God), but more flexible than compared with verse of kauniyah because social error can be forgiven but the natural false cannot often be forgiven. If, example, people swims from the Vancouver to Hongkong and dyes, so she could not live anymore (the natural repent is rejected).8

Therefore, Islam is Tauhid (unity of God) integrated the God's wish in the holy Qur'an, world and human that save from theology disaster, cosmos, and cosmic. This is called taqwa peaked often called ihsan which is a process of awareness represented the God everywhere (at the level of theology, cosmos, and cosmic) and whenever. This is called as Islam Kaffah.9

2. The Definition of Science and Technology

At the moment the world is entering to the third millennium all the developed nations agreed stating that mastering science and technology (IPTEK) is a prerequisite to achieve prosperity in the arena of international relation.10 Thus, science and technology is as an icon of progress of a nation. The more advanced the development of science and technology of a nation, and then the nation is more respected by other nations.

According to A. Baiquni, science is a community of human collective rationality, which is human knowledge community about the world gotten as the consensus for experts, solvers rationally about critical result analysis to the measuring data obtained from observations of the nature symptom.11

---

7 Ibid, page 8.
11 Ahmad Baiquni, Al-Qur'an Ilmu Pengetahuan dan Teknologi (Jakarta: Dana Bhakti Wakaf, 1955), page 58-59.
In Wikipedia, science is taken from the Latin word *Scientia* which means knowledge. Sund and Trowbridge pattern that science is sum of knowledge and process. Whereas Kuslan Stone calls that science is sum of knowledge and ways for getting and using its knowledge. Science is a product and process that cannot be separated. "*Real Science is both product and Process, inseparably Joint*".  

Science as process is steps achieved by the scientists to observe in order to find the explanation about natural symptom. Those steps are formatting problems and hypothesis, planning experiment, collecting data, analyzing and finally summarizing. It clearly shows that the basic character from science is quantification which means natural symptom can be a quantity.  

At the glory of Moslem, natural science is understood as the behaviour science (science of nature characteristic) because it studies about nature, attitude, characteristics, and natural behaviour in certain conditions. At that time, the scientists who pursue this science is called as a philosopher but they are very different from The Greek philosopher, according to Sir James Jeans, “alcoholic themselves by speculating”, so they did not achieve any progress in science. Whereas Technology, according to A. Baiquni, is sum of human application knowledge about process of exploiting natural obtained from science application, in the economy productive. Terminology is manufacture, and tool knowledge, machine, technic, trade, system, or organization methode to solve a problem or finish certain function. Technology can also infer to tool collection, machinery, and procedure.  

Ki Supriyoko summarizes some expert arguments about technology as follows:  

a. Technology is science application or science that produce the goods or service (*Cyril Stanley Smith*; 1970)  
b. Technology is science application of natural science (*Brinkmann*; 1971)  
c. Technology is a disciplined process using science, material, and human resource to achieve desired goal of human (*Maurice Adelman*; 1974)  
d. Technology is applying science and science application (*Melvin Kranzberg*; 1980)  
e. Technology is something that can make it better and useful. Technology is means used by human to control natural environment. Technology is practical application of theoritical subject, like science (*Michael Hacker and Robert Barden*; 1987).  
f. Technology is great engine change (*Alvin Toffler*; 1991).  

At the end of 20th century, six new technologies namely *microelectronic, computer, telecommunication, artificial materials, robotic, and biotechnology*, interact synergistically to support the formation of community with the new economic system that is different from previous periods. Developments in the field of basic science that became the foundation for the six areas has created a variety of technological breakthroughs that led to the emergence of a new major industry in the field of computer, information, semiconductor, and biotechnology. For example, internet has been supporting the service industry and retail trade, mobile phones, and multimedia devices exist everywhere, plants, and animals of the result of agro-industry has been genetically engineered; and even the economy is no longer national or regional, but it is global in nature due to the presence of information technology.  

---

18 Zuhal, *Visi IPTEK*..., page 3.
3. Science and Technology in Al-Qur’an

Many verses in Al-Qur’an command moslem to deepen, review, research, the contain truth of Al-Qur’an. One of them is how Allah commands people to observe the secret of universe cited in Q.S. Al-Ghaziyyah (88): 17-20. In this verse, it is clearly shown that Al-Qur’an commands people to research, observe surrounding environment. For the research, the study definitely needed a scientific thought to look for the answer of human life problems. Explicitly, in that verse, Allah commands people to study and observe surrounding environment by the progress of science and technology. Smarter of people in doing research, so it needs science and high technology to solve human life problems.

Al-qur’an also suggests people to explore science and technology which is stated in Q.S Al-Ankabut(29):20.

Explicitly, verse above commands people to explore science and technology by concerning to the God creation in this earth. The phenomena happened in the world definitely have a wisdom. It needs to be deepen, researched and observed to develop science and technology for human life good in the world. Natural phenomenon usually called as verse of Karuniyah or natural law which is entrusted by Allah to the earth to be studied for human. As explained by Yudian Wahyudi, verse of Kauniyah, is signs of of God’s greatness. The importance is the partnership law entrusted by Allah to every natural objects.19

Thus, the development of science and technology closely related to the development verses of Kauniya from Allah entrusted to the universe, or commonly known as natural law (sunnatullah). For example, the law of cause and effect, the law of density of objects, and so forth. The more people want to review researching the law of nature, then people will be able to develop the science and technology needs to be balanced with morality not to damage nature or use the power of nature to destroy most other human beings. God also has insinuated that actual human nature damage is caused by human dirty hands. This could be shown in QS. Al-Qur’an (2): 11-12

4. The difference between Islamic and Western Human Resource

In the tradition of western scientific tradition, after the victory of empiricism and positivism, the West believe that science is only one source, that is sense perception. Only sensory perceptions are considered valid as the source of knowledge because knowledge is a legitimate science so the source must be of a phisical nature. Westerners doubted the intellect and intuition, for them the source of intellectual intuition is halusination. Therefore, it should be abandoned. Unlike the western tradition, in Islam source of knowledge is not only one. Islam admits the senses as a source of knowledge for the phisical science. In addition to the senses, there are also other sources of knowledge, such as mind, heart, and some even add revelation as a source of knowledge.thus, there are three sources of legitimate knowledge in the scientific tradition of Islam. Allah has bestowed to us, the sense, it must be resourceful and among one and another are not replaceable. Sense may not be created, if not useless, as well as the heart and senses.20

Having different paradigm in determining source of knowledge between Islam an Western brought the effect to the different perception into the truth. The majority of Westerners more believe in the truth obtained by the senses through the scientific method to look for the truth. Truth must be phisical and can be sensed and proven scientifically. From this, it can be seen why many westerners ignored religion, because the truth of religion is abstract which could not be sensed.

19 Yudian wahyudi, Islam...,page.7-8.
because the source is revelation, for example, the presence of God, heaven, destruction, and angel are an abstract thing and can not be proven by scientific method so that they rejected them.

Moslem esteem that source of knowledge is not only based on the senses but also thought, heart, and revelation. Even in experience, it is not only sense of experience admitted but intellectual also and intuition or often called religious experience. From that argument, the truth of Islam is not only from the sense but it can be achieved from logic, heart, truth of revelation (Al-Qur’an and Hadith)

5. Family Education Institution

If we see from the chronological human appearance, family education is the first phase and basis for human education. It is also nature education linked to each household.

Vembiarto, regards family as like a small social community generally consists of father, mother, and children.

Fajri Gaffar views from the perspective of Islamic sociology that family is a small of social structure linked by the strong affection legally from the marriage institution. The components are father (zauj), mother (zaujiah), son (ibn), and daughter (binti).

Meanwhile, Hammudah ‘Abd Al’ ati states that family is a special structure of each member in family which is connected whether it is through siblings or marriage. Its relationship brings about the influence of “mutual expectation” based on the religion’s precept which strengthen by the power of law and individually they have internal relationship.

Observing the definitions above, we can conclude how importance of family where becomes the first and main environment for children. Creating a legal marriage based on Islamic value will achieve the aim of ideal marriage, which is sakinaah mawaddah wa rahmah, as stated by God in surah Ar-Rum verse 21 as follows:

a. Social function; family gives the prestige and status to the members.
b. Educative function; family gives children and teen education.
c. Religious function; family give religious experiences to its members.
d. Affective function; family gives affection and births the generation.
e. Recreative function; family is a center of recreation for the members.

Besides, Hasbullah states that function and the role of family education are:

a. First experience for children phase

In the circle of family, children can know who they really are. This should be based and understood on each family that child is birthed in family environment to grow and develop until the child break away from the bonds of family.

b. Grant children social life

The atmosphere in the family filled with love and sympathy are reasonable, safe and peaceful of atmosphere, an atmosphere of mutual trust. Through family education, emotional life or the need for compassion can be fulfilled or developed well, this is because a blood relationship

---

21 Ibid., hlm. 261.
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between educator and students because parents are only facing a few protege and those things based on love and pure affection.

c. Instill basic moral education

In the family, it is also a major planting moral grounds for children which is usually reflected in the attitudes and behavior of parents as role models can be exemplified by child. In this relation, Ki Hajar Dewantara stated as quoted by Suwarno:

*love affection, a sense of unity and other feelings and state of mind which is generally very beneficial for ongoing education, especially moral education, there exist in the family living in the nature of strong and pure, so others cannot be the mutual of them.*

Usually a behavior, the way to act and speak will be followed by children. By those thought, it creates positive identification symptom which is equating ourselves with people who are imitated. This is crucial in the context of the formation of personality.

d. The foundations of religious.

Family as the first and foremost educational institution, in addition to a very decisive in installing mooral grounds, but not least is a big role in the process of internalization and transport of religious values into the children's personalities.

Childhood is the best time to absorb the basic of life in religious, in this case of course happens in the family. Children should participate accustomed to the mosque together, listen to religious sermons or lectures as this can convince the children's personality. Building family will be strong if all above functions work as it should. If the above functions are eliminated or ignored, there will have a critic in the family.

When we look to the contemporary era, that it seems we ought to question is the development of science and technology, with all the applications and implications, which will be followed by the by the more rapid changes in the education structure of the family? This question is important to be explored. Did not the mutual question of this being quite basic which is far away is about the structure? Would not theoretically the structural change accompanied by the patterns of interaction of social actors.

According to Smith and Preston quoted by Abdullah Fadjir, they said that when social life could still be categorized as the traditional and practicing agrarian culture, its life is symbolized by the wide family connection which is called *extended family*. The structure family is not only a couple of husbands, wives and children of them but also a couple of grandfather and mother, brothers and sisters, uncle and aunt, and cousin. They live together in the same place, but live in the different place in geographically close. Sometimes, wide family connection forms a village system and special kinship connection based on the cultures followed. The formulation based on this wide family connection not only occurs on the maintain of a permanent residence but also to the nomadism society as occured to the Escimo society.

Interpersonal relationship in wide family relativelly staying to be a harmonic family. Controlling attitude is committed collectively by the supervision authority which getting confession and wide and full agreement so that feeling alienated is not almost occured by widely members. Similarly, the status of *inconsistency* can be prevented. Without alienation and inconsistency status in the family life –of course widely in society- paedagogically the atmosphere of family life is quite

---
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conducive to form intact personalities. Interestingly, Briggs via Abdullah Fajar describes potret of depicting Eskimo family with the language: Never in Anger. Alienation and status of inconsistency is big potential for development of deviant behavior that lead to harmul and agressive behavior.31

When the wave of civilization shifted from technology traditional, agrarian to industrial, structural change of family life arises. Most observers see that the revolution in technology and industry that certainly as a result of the development of science is a major cause of the emergence of nuclear family, keluarga patih. The emergence of industrial centers followed by a horizontal displacement motion (physical mobility), as seen in many parts of Indonesia today. With the transfer motion, the industrialization has reduced the number and closeness of contact between members of relatives. Industrialization is also followed by social mobility, so that changes in lifestyle and income reduce the sense of trust among members of family. In the system of city life and any industrial needs and problems can be addressed immediately by diverse organizations or service agencies. This situation helps kinship ties become increasingly loose. The industrial life often changes the value system that allows people to experience success and reach capability without regardless of kinship network.

The structure of nuclear family that marks the industrial society oriented to the mass production described by Alvin Toffler via Abdullah Fadjr as a family consisting of a husband-hunter of basic necessity life-, a wife-housekeeper, and a small number of children. This tendency is constantly changing. Future society will also be marked by the structure of the family without children. a family without children has become a “lifestyle” (“Child-free” Life Style or Child-free culture). In fact we will be able to see celibate lifestyle or the “solos” people who live alone outside the family.32

Generally, the presence of nuclear family in industrial society can be viewed as a big step in persons liberation from the nonds of tight wide network family. The emergence of nuclear family also fosters individualism and equal rights regardless of gender. It is therefore understandable that later appeared lifestyle where women wherewith wife’s status as a public orientation, both in terms of employment or social activities. Not infrequently, for reasons of work, the husband and wife as well as a separate children’s shelter.

The relationship of each personality certainly consisting of wide family is difficult to build. A structure of small family is theorized to be able to provide more through care and optimum. But that does not mean life in industrial nuclear family is without problems. Isolated personal feeling possibly occurs in the nuclear family. Family life is fragmented so that we can understand “survey” which reveals the truth of a number of women with “good” category having “another guy” as vice versa. No less interesting also notice about the children of primary school age in Hongkong to suicide because of mind set “lonely in a crowed” and “crowded loneliness” due to lack of affection from his parents. They are being fatherless prematurely. Some facts and analysis of this as a starting point can be assumed that the direction of the development of family education is partly determined by the structure of family life.

C. CONCLUSION

From the discussion above, we can conclude that:

1. Islamic thought has given the spirit strongly so that the fact that the passangers study carefully the science from source of verses of Qouliyah, Kauniyah and Alamiah.

31 Ibid.
32 Ibid., page.17.
2. Educational Science and Technology can bring us to the humanity and dehumanity zone in the same relative time.

3. Ajaran Islam telah memberikan spirit yang sangat kuat agar umatnya senantiasa mempelajari ilmu pengetahuan yang bersumber dari ayat-ayat qouliyah, ayat-ayat kauniyah dan ayat-ayat alamiah.

4. The effect of presenting IPTEK also can cause on the family structure arrangement caused alienation and status insitansen in the family.

5. Family institution has two critical points that is quite massive of amount of family in Indonesia where do not have cultural preparation to face educational science and technology and to have economy preparation to achieve the role of “supplemental” in presenting human resource (HR)-Educational Science and Technology (IPTEK).
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